BVPA • Bergstraße 92 • 12169 Berlin

Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, CA 94043
USA

Berlin, 27 February 2017

Violation of photographers‘ rights and the interests of image right holders

Dear Madams and Sirs,
Since 6 February 2017, many of our members have drawn our attention to
the new style in which the results of image searches on google.de are presented. The new format, in contrast to its predecessor, displays the image in
its original size (“blown-up“) after the user has clicked on the preview image
in the grid view, without the context of the website but accompanied by a
selection of “related images”, without a copyright notice but with a share
button (“Teilen”) for reuse in Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and for dispatch
via email.
The display of images in their original size and the embedding of images in
the source code of the page amount to illegal reproduction and illegal
online dissemination. Even pursuant to the controversial decision of the
Bundesgerichtshof (the “BGH”, Germany’s Federal Court of Justice) and its
contentious interpretation of “factual consent“, any such “consent“ would
only cover what is necessary to ensure the freedom of information and the
freedom of speech. In this case, it would cover an image display in the lowresolution grid view, not a full-size view in the highest possible resolution.
By displaying its results in their full size, the image search substitutes itself
for the original website. You cannot justify this by invoking the preview image decision of the BGH (see LG Hamburg, 3 August 2016, 308 O 96/13).
Google no longer acts as a search engine that directs users to content providers but usurps the role of the content provider for itself, supplying a
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search-term-generated picture album for the user’s browsing pleasure and
appropriating the underlying images. Page impressions of the original websites have fallen – depending on the nature of the pages – by 30 to 80 %.
You cannot invoke the decision of the European Court of Justice in the
BestWater case (C-348/13 from 21 October 2014), since you not only link to
the images but provide reproductions for immediate retrieval.
The practice of taking photographs out of their original context and of embedding them in a new context with other images is a breach of the author’s
moral rights (see OLG Frankfurt am Main, 12 July 2016, Ref. no. 11 U
133/15). On top of that, intellectual property rights and moral rights of the
authors are violated by the decision to display the images without a copyright notice (LG Cologne, 30 January 2014, 14 O 427-13, § 13 of the German
Copyright Act).
Neither is the inclusion of a “share“ function a necessary element of a
search result display, which is why it is not covered by an assumed “factual
consent“. By sharing the content, the sharing party – the user – would have
to grant Facebook or Twitter (the party to which he or she is sending the
“shared” image) a worldwide royalty-free licence for the intellectual property concerned, something which the sharing party is generally unable to lawfully deliver. By providing the option of a share button, you aid and abet this
unlawful conduct of your users.
You are offering these functions and index all traceable images with a view
to making a profit, wilfully ignoring the issue of the legitimacy of the images’
online visibility pursuant to the decision of the European Court of Justice in
the case GS Media BV v Playboy et al. (ref. no. C-160/15 from 8 September
2016). This decision invalidates the second BGH decision on preview images (ref. no. I ZR 140/10 from 19 October 2011) which had condoned the
inclusion of illegitimate content in search result indexes.
The application of robot texts is not a viable way for image right holders to
assert their interests, since such a solution does not specifically target the
share function and the full size display of the images and can only be used
to exclude images from searches altogether. Leaving image right holders no
other way to register their legitimate claims and to assert their intellectual
property rights would be tantamount to abusing your dominant market position – something of which you have already been accused by Getty Images
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in their formal antitrust complaint that was recently filed with the European
Commission.
We therefore request you on behalf of our members, the holders of image
rights and the authors of photographic images to return to a lawful format of
displaying image search results and specifically to remove the “blow up”
and share functions. We are looking forward to receiving a reply from you in
this matter by 15 March 2017. Please do not hesitate to call us if you have
any further questions or suggestions.

With kind regards,

Hella Schmitt
BVPA / Executive Board Chairwoman

Prof. Dr. Frank Überall
DJV / Federal Chairman

Cornelia Haß
dju in ver.di / Federal Chairwoman

Sylvie Fodor
CEPIC (Centre of the Picture Industry) / Executive Director
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Franziska Walther
Illustratoren Organisation / Executive Board Chairwoman

Peter Hytrek
PIC Verband / Executive Board Chairman

Hans Starosta
CentralVerband Deutscher Berufsfotografen / Federal Chairman

Victoria Ringleb
Allianz Deutscher Designer (AGD) / Managing Director

Frank Stöckel
BFF / Executive Board Chairman

